
 

Users' rules  
A toy library is a non-profit-making association  
In the same manner a library lends books, a toy 
library lends games and toys at favourable 
conditions  

What are the possibilities of our toy library ?  
Our toy library lends games and toys.  
It is possible to play inside the toy library.  
A membership is required in order to borrow 
games.  
Children are under the responsibility of their 
parents or the person who came with them.  

What can we borrow in our toy library ?  
First toys, blocks, games encouraging walking  
Construction games (Duplo, Kapla)  
Board games  
Dolls’ House, role-playing  
Outside games (vehicles, movement games)  
Party material  
Giant games  
Juggling material  
Musical instruments  
Didactic games  

Who can come to our toy library?  
Anybody who likes to play is invited in our toy 
library: small children, school children, 
teenagers, adults, families, schools.  

How much does a loan cost?  
The annual fee for a family costs CHF 60.- .  
The loan fees are included in the annual fee.  
The membership starts the day of subscription.  

How many games can we borrow?  
Parents receive only one membership card.  
A maximum of 10 games can be borrowed.  

For how long can we borrow the games?  
The loan period is 3 weeks.  
Only one extension of 3 weeks is possible.  
There is a fee of CHF 1.- per game per week for 
late returns.  

Return of games / control  
Any missing or broken pieces must be 
announced.  
The user commits him/herself to bring back the 
game at the due date, in good conditions.  
If a user lose or brake a game, he must pay a 
deposit.  

Responsibility  
Our toy library is in no case responsible for 
damages or accidents which may result from the 
loaned games.  

Opening hours  
Tuesday from 17.30h to 19.00h  
Wednesday from 15.00h to 17.00h  
Saturday from 10.00h to 11.30h  
During the holidays, our toy library will be 
closed.  
Members are requested to report any change of 
address.  
The toy library has the right to exclude a 
member who does not respect the rules.  
We kindly accept any suggestion or proposition 
from your side.  

Address:  
Address: Oberdorfstrasse 4, 8808 Pfäffikon SZ  
Phone number: 055 410 59 29  
Email address: info@ludothek-hoefe.ch  
Website: http://ludothek-hoefe.ch/  

 

 


